Design Optimization of Amazon Robotics
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Abstract: In the era of e-commerce, the logistic distribution center is put in the center role of order picking for the sake of meeting the needs of different customer orders, hence, improving the automation and work capacity of distribution center becomes research priority in the fields of logistics and warehousing. The objective of this article is to solve the shortcomings of currently traditional distribution center picking system with high automation by introducing a new method of picking provided by Amazon’s Kiva system, that is, mobile racking with goods is broke out to sorting table by Kiva mobile robots named AGVs (automated guided vehicles), which could not only reduce the walk time and labor cost, but improve efficiency. This article starts with the constitutive requirements of the Amazon KIVA robotic systems, and then some key problems of Kiva picking system and design optimization about task allocation and path planning of multi-robots are demonstrated respectively in this article. Finally, the content is summarized and the application of robotic system in is simply demonstrated and prospected.
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1. Introduction

In the operation procedure of distribution center, picking is considered as the primary field to improve operation efficiency of warehousing as it occupies plentiful funds which accounts for fifty percent of overall distribution center operating costs. As one of the largest multinational E-company, Amazon has created a new logistics model that could be called "shelf to the people" by using Kiva robotic system during the US holiday season last year. In Massachusetts, a city of America, Quiet Logistics is located as a big Operations Center with area of 25,500 square meters [1]. In this distribution center, there are 200 robots to help workers deal with 10thousands to 20 thousand order items per day. With the help of these robot, the overall efficiency of picking system would improve by 3.5 times to 5 times. In this new picking system, robots search for the mobile racking full of products based on the bar code and then move to the front of the review packager directly, then items required on this order were chosen by a review packager to make secondary sorting and packaging review, etc. Amazon employees just standing in a fixed point to complete the whole work, that is to say, the timing cost of pickers spent walking could be reduced close to zero in Kiva system. Kiva robotic system could not only reducing unnecessary labor costs, but its thin fuselage and highly efficient route planning also increase the storage space by reducing the passage area to improve throughput of the overall system. Thus, the emergence of Kiva robots better meets the needs of E-company to efficiently handle a large number of diversified orders effectively and relieve the order delivery pressure of s that the electricity commercial companies faced with during the holiday season such as "Black Friday" [2].

Compared with the traditional distribution center, Amazon’s Kiva system design a new type of multi-robot system for order picking instead of ATS (automatization tridimensional storehouse), long distance belt conveyor, Carousel, etc. Kiva robot is only 76 cm long, 64 cm wide and 41 cm high. Because of its own limitations, the mobile rack is designed very small (5 layers) and each layer could only put 2-3 items. Kiva robot could carry a ton of items in spite of its small size. When order signal is received, the robot was sent to ship the mobile rack with required items to the picking zone [3]. These robots could even find their charging stations to replenish their energy when they are about to run out of energy. These robots could work in an orderly manner
without collision, mainly due to the manipulation of the software [2]. Therefore, time cost of the robotic system could significantly be reduced and picking efficiency could be improved by optimizing the allocation of freight tasks and their work and return path through the information system.

At present, there is more attention on the design optimization of traditional distribution center picking system with high automation [4], but a little research about kiva robot at home and abroad, and kiva robot algorithms has not been public, therefore, this article will focus on the design optimization about task allocation and path planning of multi-robots, which represents some theoretical value.

2. Design of Amazon Robotics

Amazon Robotics is designed for the sake of meeting growing consumer demands in e-commerce by using a better system to provide order fulfillment solutions. As the wholly owned subsidiary of Amazon.com, Amazon Robotics makes it more convenient, more effective, faster in e-Commerce order real-time processing through automation. Most advanced robotic technology is used to achieve highly automated distribution center operations. These methods include autonomous mobile robots, sophisticated control software, language perception, power management, computer vision, depth sensing, machine learning, object recognition, and semantic understanding of commands.

In particular, a complete robotic picking system (Goods to person or Goods to man, G2P or G2M) consists of three parts [5]:

2.1. The Back End Workstation System

This system uses distributed software / hardware architecture, firstly, information about items and suppliers is stored in the back end system in each warehouse. This kind of warehouse storage is generally in a random fashion, and SKU is placed in a appropriate position in storage according to the frequency of shipments of each SKU, in the meantime, high-speed real-time storage is realized; secondly, order processing is accomplished by connecting with ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) and WMS (warehouse management system).

The best route of picking is automatically planned when the order information arrives to autonomous mobile robots and then the most appropriate picking station is automatically searched, in the same time, the order processing sequence is also calculated automatically; afterwards, adequately scheduling and dispatching robot resource becomes a notable feature to make a plurality of robots running at the same time work in an orderly space and try to avoid the queues, cross-collision and other conditions, while the charging time is scheduled according to assignments of each robot.

2.2. The High-Speed Mobile Communication System

The high-speed mobile communication system is used to guarantee stable wireless network in the warehouse and also to avoid the “offline hour” during the picking work.

2.3. Autonomous Mobile Robots

It is generally believed that the height form factor is an important factor to consider in the design of robots. Robots is considered that it would run more stable if it was designed shortly, as a result, Kiva robots are 40cm high. Kiva’s autonomous mobile robots apparatus comprising:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Weakness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifting Device</td>
<td>When the autonomous mobile robots reaches to the bottom of the mobile rack, it could lift the mobile rack off the ground through the screw device and send it to the picker.</td>
<td>The speed is limited due to its high center of gravity of the moving objects, so the robot vehicle need to pay special attention to slow up the suspension when it start or stop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close Sensing System</td>
<td>The sensing system, or collision detection system contains infrared sensor systems and collision-avoidance system that could quickly detect other objects including human beings appeared around the robot, and also can quickly stop the robotic car in order to avoid a collision, which would make the whole system collapses, and minimize any risk to its employees.</td>
<td>The collision detection system could only stop the automatic guided vehicle to avoid collision rather than choosing another route.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation System</td>
<td>Kiva robots are equipped with two cameras (as shown in Fig. 2), one is designed to read the bar code at the bottom of mobile rack in order to help robotic cars to make information identification, and another one is designed on the bottom of the robotic car for the sake of helping the car to read a bar code on the road to identifying the route of running.</td>
<td>It is inconvenient that robots could only move in the warehouse according to the fixed trajectory for Amazon warehouse needs frequently moving shelf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging System</td>
<td>Automated guided vehicle electronic device is powered by four composition lead-acid batteries. When the car battery is low, the car will automatically go to the charging station for charging.</td>
<td>Robots maybe lined up for the charging which would decrease the efficiency of the whole system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traveling System</td>
<td>In the bottom of both sides of the trolley mounted rubber wheels, its movement is controlled by two independent DC motors</td>
<td>Amazon chose the more simple differential scheme structure, other driven wheel balance is needed in addition to the drive wheels, otherwise the vehicle will be down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control System</td>
<td>Control system is responsible for guiding the robotic car make path selection, walking and trolley loading and unloding operations and other functions by connecting with other systems, robotic cars could operate as effectively as possible.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Design of Amazon AGV.
3. Key Issues in Kiva Robot Operation

The most advanced robot design of Amazon’s Kiva picking system is that it can run accurately by following the identification code on the ground through the sliding shelf to the ground, thus reducing mistakes caused by collision between each other. At the same time, robotic cars are designed that there will be no more than 10 robots failing at the same time in each layer of the warehouse; therefore, the working accuracy of the Amazon robots can reach to 99.99% [6], which could greatly reduce the probability of human error. When the Kiva robot receives an order for picking, it will line up under setting rules and come to the picking area and then pickers will remove the goods. Finally, Kiva robots follow the path back to the storage area to wait for the next picking work.

Kiva system perfectly make the connection between the new and advanced artificial intelligence technology and logistics automation technology, and it also make the integrated use of computer systems, robotic car, the shuttle shelves and workstations and other basic tools to achieve automation of picking process in distribution center. And specifically, the Kiva robot operation mode is summarized as follows:

(1) Receive and process orders

These Kiva robots are both fast and quiet in positioning the aimed mobile rack where contains the items in the picking order after it receiving the picking order information, and the picking orders are assigned to different order picking stations. After these robots received the wireless transmission of digital commands from central computer, by scanning a bar code label on the ground through the sliding shelf to the ground, then 1.2m wide, 340kg heavy shelf is lifted [7]. Amazon’s picking robots are equipped with an advanced visual system that can use bar codes to track every product on the shelf, at the time fetch the appropriate shelves when order pickers coming to.

(2) Complete tasks and get back

When the picking is finished, the information of finishing tasks would be sent to the system and then the system determines the new storage location of mobile rack based on the current overall situation and sent the results to the robots to select return routine, and then the robotic car will return back corresponding to the storage location. This position is selected is the result of re-calculation under normal circumstances as a reason why it is different from the previous shelf position.

(3) Be released or charged.

The robot will be released and continue to accept new tasks after it placed mobile rack back to the storage area [8]. Meanwhile, during the system operation time, the robot remaining charge will also be real-time monitored and low battery robotic car will be guided to a charging station. When charging is completed, robots continue to return to the system operation.

4. Design Optimization of Kiva Robot

Kiva robot complete the order task in four steps which is shown in Figure 2.

Step 1. Kiva robots receive orders, and go to the position of the mobile rack under selection.

Step 2. Kiva robots transport the mobile rack from the original location to the site into a queue and to prepare to be selected.

Step 3. Orders are satisfied by picked, packaged and re-checked by Pickers

Step 4. The mobile rack which has been picked would be sent back to a new storage location by Kiva robots.

As can be seen from figure 3, design optimization of Amazon’s kiva robot could become a reality in the following three aspects:

Figure 3. Four steps of Kiva robot complete the order task.
4.1. Task Allocation of Multi-Robots

In distribution center applied Kiva system, automatic mobile robots should be designed aimed to avoid robot in spare time to ensure the robot to perform tasks in the full time [9]. These robots in a time window could have three different kind of states: ① performing tasks; ② be released into the next round when task is finished; ③ Waiting for performing task. In this optimization, the robots only have the first two states in a perfect working environment that are performing tasks and be released into the next round. Therefore, the optimization of multi-robots task allocation can effectively reduce time cost in step one, and then improve the working efficiency of the entire system.

In Kiva Systems, mobile racks are arranged in the area of storage in a regular way to prepare to be available for robots to find by its definite position, coordinates, and bar code [10]. Task allocation of multi-robots is optimized by comprehensively considering arrival sequence and position of robots under the mobile rack as well as the status of each robot, and robotic cars match the nearly mobile rack in task in the system:

Assume that within a window of time for the process of order picking, during this time, the task store shelves in order of arrival of the waiting shelf, waiting for the robotic car to come to work. Mobile rack that to be processed are considered as set S1 {M1, M2, M3, M4, M5…}, while robot at rest in the current time as set S2 {R1, R2, R3, R4, R5…}. The current positions of each Mobile rack that to be processed and robotic car at rest in S1 and S2 are known. Consider arrival sequence and position of robots under the mobile rack as well as the status of each robot to make the task allocation. The specific method to Determine the task allocation is to consider the Manhattan Distance between not allocated mobile rack with all current free AGVs, and the nearest AGV whose Manhattan Distance is smallest would be chosen to suit for the not allocated mobile rack and then update the set S1 and set S2 in this system, and then the next task sequentially selecting a free trolley shelf in accordance with the method described above.

For example, assuming orders in a time window has been processed, the task mobile rack to be picked are lined up in the order, that is M1, M2, M3, M4, M5…, From the first one to the last, M1 come to the first to be selected the robotic car in free. Assuming that there are 5 automated robotic vehicle, R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, the nearest car is chosen to perform this task shelves by comparison task Manhattan distance between M1 and robotic vehicles. If the R2 is calculated to be the nearest one in Manhattan Distance, it would be matched with the task of M1, that is to say, task allocation is completed between M1 and R2. When there are more than one robotic cars have the smallest Manhattan Distance with M1, there will be a short time judgment of the car number and the smallest number would be selected by the controlling system to perform the current task. The number of elements in set S2 will be updated and then mobile rack continue to be allocated. All the mobile racks are assigned task after end of work.

This type of task allocation model gives full consideration about the sequence of mobile rack in task, that is priority of shelf and it also consider the current form for all robotic vehicle in the system. The task allocation is finished based on the nearest Manhattan Distance between robotic cars and mobile racks which make the picking system performs tasks with a shorter time and smaller walking path.

4.2. Path Planning of Multi-Robots

After completing picking task, the robot needs to carry the mobile rack to shelf storage area. In the process of return, new storage location is produced with following different path of return. By considering and rank the frequency the mobile racks are chosen, the higher frequency mobile rack would be placed in a closer position to the platform while the low frequency mobile rack would be placed in a further location that away from the site, and picking tasks are finished through the information systems by real-time monitoring and real-time adjustments.

The design optimization of the Path planning of multi-robots would not only to further enhance the Kiva robot’s walking efficiency in the operation process, but also to provide a lot of room for improvement for the path optimization in the next process [11].

5. Summary and Prospect

In the robotics ecosystem, Amazon Robot comes up with the new automated picking solutions. In this picking system Kiva robots can automatically arrive to mobile rack and lifted it to the picking station according to the order needs and inventory information. Pickers are prompted for which items in the order should be picked from the mobile rack; all of his work is reaching for items without walking, which greatly enhance the level of automation of distribution centers. At present, Google, Apple and other technology giants have set foot in the field of robotics [12]. Currently, China's e-commercial enterprises have also made efforts in robotic innovation to follow and bring cutting edge technology into the logistic field. For instance, About a dozen of Geek + robots are put into use in Tmall (Tianjin) warehouse smart picking area of 2000 square meters in year 2015 during the holiday season. It is believed that there are greater possibilities of optimization and a better application foreground.
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